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Appendix C 

Table 1 Full list of SEM estimates for CBPS controlled effect of poll exposure on turnout via campaign interest, 
self-reported paper/TV/radio use about campaign, amount of talk about ep elections/politics, internal 
efficacy, external (in)efficacy, number of parties associated with positive emotions, number of parties 
associated with negative emotions, cynicism about campaign, political cynicism, and attention to campaign 
news. 
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CBPS <--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 3

-.099 -.056 .020 .006

CBPS <--- external (in)efficacy 
(latent) wave 3

-.104 -.021 .007 .002

CBPS <--- Internal efficacy (latent) 
wave 3

.236 .054 .008 ***

CBPS <--- Campaign cynicism 
(latent) wave 3

.075 .015 .006 .019

CBPS <--- Political cynicism (latent) 
wave 3

-.073 -.017 .009 .044

CBPS <--- Amount of passive news 
exposure (latent) wave 3

.265 .083 .012 ***

CBPS <--- Intention to turnout 
wave 3

.100 .014 .004 ***

CBPS <--- Amount of parties 
associated with positive 
emotions wave 3

.022 .005 .006 .357

CBPS <--- Amount of parties 
associated with negative 
emotions wave 3

.110 .021 .005 ***

CBPS <--- Campaign interest wave 3 .027 .005 .006 .423
CBPS <--- Attention to EP campaign 

news wave 3
-.004 -.001 .008 .902

CBPS <--- Amount of talk about (EP) 
politics (latent) wave 3

.385 .092 .010 ***

Poll exposure wave 4 <--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 3

-.086 -.082 .046 .077

Poll exposure wave 4 <--- external (in)efficacy 
(latent) wave 3

-.028 -.010 .016 .547

Poll exposure wave 4 <--- Internal efficacy (latent) 
wave 3

.002 .001 .018 .973

Poll exposure wave 4 <--- Campaign cynicism 
(latent) wave 3

-.009 -.003 .015 .836

Poll exposure wave 4 <--- Political cynicism (latent) 
wave 3

.037 .015 .020 .450

Poll exposure wave 4 <--- Amount of passive news 
exposure (latent) wave  3

.140 .075 .029 .008
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Poll exposure wave 4 <--- Amount of talk about (EP) 
politics (latent) wave 3

.011 .005 .025 .855

Poll exposure wave 4 <--- Intention to turnout 
wave 3

 -.004  -.001 .009 .913

Poll exposure wave 4 <--- Amount of parties 
associated with positive 
emotions wave 3

.009 .004 .013 .772

Poll exposure wave 4 <--- Amount of parties 
associated with negative 
emotions wave 3

.005 .001 .011 .890

Poll exposure wave 4 <--- Campaign interest wave 3 .012 .004 .014 .779
Poll exposure wave 4 <--- Attention to EP campaign 

news wave 3
 -.014 -.006 .018 .758

Poll exposure wave 4 <--- CBPS .573 .977 .097 ***
active media exposure (latent) 
wave 4

<--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 3

.383 .641 .059 ***

External (in)efficacy (latent) wave 4 <--- external (in)efficacy 
(latent) wave 3

.562 .576 .039 ***

Internal efficacy (latent) wave 4 <--- Internal efficacy (latent) 
wave 3

.538 .548 .043 ***

Campaign cynicism (latent) wave 4 <--- Campaign cynicism 
(latent) wave 3

.487 .440 .034 ***

Political cynicism (latent) wave 4 <--- Political cynicism (latent) 
wave 3

.688 .668 .045 ***

Amount of passive news exposure 
(latent) wave 4

<--- Amount of passive news 
exposure (latent) wave  3

.333 .478 .067 ***

Amount of talk about (EP) politics 
(latent) wave 4

<--- Amount of talk about (EP) 
politics (latent) wave 3

.468 .477 .048 ***

Campaign interest wave 4 <--- Campaign interest wave 3 .335 .357 .031 ***
Amount of parties associated with 
negative emotions wave 4

<--- Amount of parties 
associated with negative 
emotions wave 3

.428 .422 .032 ***

Amount of parties associated with 
positive emotions wave 4

<--- Amount of parties 
associated with positive 
emotions wave 3

.447 .452 .032 ***

Campaign interest wave 4 <--- Poll exposure wave 4 .125 .424 .120 ***
Attention to EP campaign news 
wave 4

<--- Attention to EP campaign 
news wave 3

.227 .257 .033 ***

Attention to EP campaign news 
wave 4

<--- Poll exposure wave 4 .226 .633 .100 ***

Amount of parties associated with 
negative emotions wave 4

<--- Poll exposure wave 4  -.041  -.127 .125 .311

Amount of parties associated with 
positive emotions wave 4

<--- Poll exposure wave 4 .037 .089 .099 .370

Table 1 Continued
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Amount of talk about (EP) politics 
(latent) wave 4

<--- Poll exposure wave 4 .106 .266 .092 .004

Amount of passive news exposure 
(latent) wave 4

<--- Poll exposure wave 4 .186 .499 .115 ***

Political cynicism (latent) wave 4 <--- Poll exposure wave 4  -.046  -.112 .107 .294
Campaign cynicism (latent) wave 4 <--- Poll exposure wave 4 .042 .111 .117 .342
Internal efficacy (latent) wave 4 <--- Poll exposure wave 4 .077 .203 .096 .034
External (in)efficacy (latent) wave 4 <--- Poll exposure wave 4 .012 .034 .123 .782
active media exposure (latent) 
wave 4

<--- Poll exposure wave 4 .156 .272 .067 ***

active media exposure (latent) 
wave 4

<--- CBPS .333 .992 .125 ***

External (in)efficacy (latent) wave 4 <--- CBPS  -.137  -.682 .215 .002
Internal efficacy (latent) wave 4 <--- CBPS .190 .849 .201 ***
Campaign cynicism (latent) wave 4 <--- CBPS  -.050  -.223 .200 .264
Political cynicism (latent) wave 4 <--- CBPS  -.059  -.242 .184 .188
Amount of passive news exposure 
(latent) wave 4

<--- CBPS .276 1.260 .226 ***

Amount of talk about (EP) politics 
(latent) wave 4

<--- CBPS .245 1.046 .214 ***

Amount of parties associated with 
positive emotions wave 4

<--- CBPS .112 .464 .173 .007

Amount of parties associated with 
negative emotions wave 4

<--- CBPS .173 .901 .220 ***

Campaign interest wave 4 <--- CBPS .317 1.829 .225 ***
Attention to EP campaign news 
wave 4

<--- CBPS .323 1.543 .190 ***

searched for EP campaign info on 
website

<--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 3

.747 1.000

searched for EP info on party 
website

<--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 3

.761 1.028 .037 ***

read party material about EP 
campaign

<--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 3

.871 1.280 .053 ***

read a tweet about EP campaign <--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 3

.741 1.188 .058 ***

shared something about EP 
campaign on a social network site

<--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 3

.755 .940 .045 ***

shared EP vote intention on a social 
network site

<--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 3

.712 .985 .051 ***

tried to convince others of a vote 
choice

<--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 3

.820 1.140 .050 ***

tried to convince others of my 
political opinions

<--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 3

.736 1.224 .061 ***

Table 1 Continued
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searched for EP campaign info on 
website wave 4

<--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 4

.774 1.000

searched for EP info on party 
website wave 4

<--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 4

.766 .871 .030 ***

read party material about EP 
campaign wave 4

<--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 4

.825 1.099 .047 ***

read a tweet about EP campaign 
wave 4

<--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 4

.597 .801 .049 ***

shared something about EP 
campaign on a social network site 
wave 4

<--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 4

.570 .613 .040 ***

shared EP vote intention on a social 
network site wave 4

<--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 4

.580 .585 .037 ***

tried to convince others of a vote 
choice wave 4

<--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 4

.724 .798 .040 ***

tried to convince others of my 
political opinions wave 4

<--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 4

.742 .825 .040 ***

people like me have no influence 
on EU decisions wave 3

<--- external (in)efficacy 
(latent) wave 3

.833 1.000

the EU doesn’t care about people 
like me wave 3

<--- external (in)efficacy 
(latent) wave 3

.814 .957 .037 ***

people like me have no influence 
on decisions in the Netherlands 
wave 3

<--- external (in)efficacy 
(latent) wave 3

.824 .950 .036 ***

the Dutch government doesn’t care 
about the opinions of people like 
me wave 3

<--- external (in)efficacy 
(latent) wave 3

.796 .920 .037 ***

people like me have no influence 
on EU decisions wave 4

<--- External (in)efficacy 
(latent) wave 4

.844 1.000

the EU doesn’t care about people 
like me wave 4

<--- External (in)efficacy 
(latent) wave 4

.766 .884 .037 ***

people like me have no influence 
on decisions in the Netherlands 
wave 4

<--- External (in)efficacy 
(latent) wave 4

.830 .944 .036 ***

the Dutch government doesn’t care 
about the opinions of people like 
me wave 4

<--- External (in)efficacy 
(latent) wave 4

.811 .897 .035 ***

I am qualified to participate in 
politics wave 3

<--- Internal efficacy (latent) 
wave 3

.823 1.000

I am better informed about politics 
than others wave 3

<--- Internal efficacy (latent) 
wave 3

.887 .983 .034 ***

I understand the important political 
issues regarding the EU wave 3

<--- Internal efficacy (latent) 
wave 3

.833 .920 .034 ***

I am sufficiently informed to advise 
friends on for whom to vote at the 
EP elections wave 3

<--- Internal efficacy (latent) 
wave 3

.807 .852 .033 ***

Table 1 Continued
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I am qualified to participate in 
politics wave 4

<--- Internal efficacy (latent) 
wave 4

.825 1.000

I am better informed about politics 
than others wave 4

<--- Internal efficacy (latent) 
wave 4

.886 1.009 .034 ***

I understand the important political 
issues regarding the EU wave 4

<--- Internal efficacy (latent) 
wave 4

.843 .955 .035 ***

I am sufficiently informed to advise 
friends on for whom to vote at the 
EP elections wave 4

<--- Internal efficacy (latent) 
wave 4

.846 .918 .033 ***

Many promises made during the EP 
campaign are not kept wave 3

<--- Campaign cynicism 
(latent) wave 3

.880 1.000

During the EP campaign politicians 
care more about their image than 
the future of Europe wave 3

<--- Campaign cynicism 
(latent) wave 3

.884 .952 .029 ***

During the EP campaign politicians 
are too concerned with their poll 
ratings wave 3

<--- Campaign cynicism 
(latent) wave 3

.896 .961 .028 ***

Many promises made during the EP 
campaign are not kept wave 4

<--- Campaign cynicism 
(latent) wave 4

.842 1.000

During the EP campaign politicians 
care more about their image than 
the future of Europe wave 4

<--- Campaign cynicism 
(latent) wave 4

.896 1.017 .034 ***

During the EP campaign politicians 
are too concerned with their poll 
ratings wave 4

<--- Campaign cynicism 
(latent) wave 4

.866 .963 .034 ***

Most politicians will betray their 
ideals/promises when it will 
increase their power wave 3

<--- Political cynicism (latent) 
wave 3

.775 1.000

Most politicians are in politics for 
their personal benefit wave 3

<--- Political cynicism (latent) 
wave 3

.823 1.045 .050 ***

Most politicians are honest to their 
voters (reverse coded) wave 3

<--- Political cynicism (latent) 
wave 3

.498 .507 .040 ***

Most politicians are dedicated and 
we should be grateful for their work 
(reverse coded) wave 3

<--- Political cynicism (latent) 
wave 3

.414 .474 .045 ***

Most politicians will betray their 
ideals/promises when it will 
increase their power wave 4

<--- Political cynicism (latent) 
wave 4

.779 1.000

Most politicians are in politics for 
their personal benefit wave 4

<--- Political cynicism (latent) 
wave 4

.823 1.052 .052 ***

Most politicians are honest to their 
voters (reverse coded) wave 4

<--- Political cynicism (latent) 
wave 4

.489 .522 .042 ***

Most politicians are dedicated and 
we should be grateful for their work 
(reverse coded) wave 4

<--- Political cynicism (latent) 
wave 4

.386 .453 .047 ***

Table 1 Continued
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How often have you seen 
something about the EP campaign 
on TV wave 3

<--- Amount of passive news 
exposure (latent) wave  3

.819 1.000

How often have you seen 
something about the EP campaign 
in a newspaper wave 3

<--- Amount of passive news 
exposure (latent) wave  3

.783 .853 .038 ***

How often have you seen 
something about the EP campaign 
on the radio wave 3

<--- Amount of passive news 
exposure (latent) wave  3

.778 .887 .040 ***

How often have you seen 
something about the EP campaign 
on TV wave 3

<--- Amount of passive news 
exposure (latent) wave 4

.808 1.000

How often have you seen 
something about the EP campaign 
in a newspaper wave 3

<--- Amount of passive news 
exposure (latent) wave 4

.767 .857 .043 ***

How often have you seen 
something about the EP campaign 
on the radio wave 3

<--- Amount of passive news 
exposure (latent) wave 4

.699 .866 .047 ***

How often do you talk about 
politics with family, friends or co-
workers wave 3

<--- Amount of talk about (EP) 
politics (latent) wave 3

.861 1.000

How often do you talk about EU 
politics with family, friends or co-
workers wave 3

<--- Amount of talk about (EP) 
politics (latent) wave 3

.872 .880 .031 ***

How often do you talk about 
politics with family, friends or co-
workers wave 4

<--- Amount of talk about (EP) 
politics (latent) wave 4

.923 1.000

How often do you talk about EU 
politics with family, friends or co-
workers wave 4

<--- Amount of talk about (EP) 
politics (latent) wave 4

.885 .859 .026 ***

Turnout at EP election <--- Intention to turnout 
wave 3

.250 .057 .008 ***

Turnout at EP election <--- active media exposure 
(latent) wave 4

-.032 -.018 .029 .539

Turnout at EP election <--- External (in)efficacy 
(latent) wave 4

-.034 -.011 .014 .410

Turnout at EP election <--- Internal efficacy (latent) 
wave 4

-.009 -.003 .016 .841

Turnout at EP election <--- Campaign cynicism 
(latent) wave 4

.041 .015 .013 .241

Turnout at EP election <--- Political cynicism (latent) 
wave 4

-.052 -.021 .017 .219

Turnout at EP election <--- Amount of passive news 
exposure (latent) wave 4

-.074 -.027 .017 .117

Turnout at EP election <--- Amount of parties 
associated with positive 
emotions wave 4

-.006 -.002 .012 .849

Table 1 Continued
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Turnout at EP election <--- Amount of parties 
associated with negative 
emotions wave 4

.072 .023 .010 .019

Turnout at EP election <--- Campaign interest wave 4 .548 .158 .012 ***
Turnout at EP election <--- Amount of talk about (EP) 

politics (latent) wave 4
.039 .015 .019 .434

Turnout at EP election <--- Poll exposure wave 4 .080 .078 .037 .036
Turnout at EP election <--- Attention to EP campaign 

news wave 4
.012 .004 .016 .793

Turnout at EP election <--- CBPS -.148 -.246 .086 .004

Note. N = 747; *** p<0.001.

Table 1 Continued
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